Discussion Summary
- Reviewed minutes from 12/16/14 UCCC meeting.
- Core Course Review Process Update and Discussion
  - Report from December pilot workshop
  - Revised course review forms
  - Data submission
    - Discussion: Goal 1&2 will be next fall. Prepared initial documents and completed workshop with some volunteers for pilot; have used feedback from pilot group to edit forms.
    - Discussion of feedback and changes on question 4.
    - Discussion: how are students counted. Suggestion: add statement, “do not include students who withdrew from course”.
    - Discussion: question 5. Suggestion to slightly mirror question 4; “qualitative assessment of student achievement”.
    - Presentation of program which will collect assessment data.
- Policies regarding students who already have bachelor’s degree(s) prior to enrollment at KU
  - Brief introduction: tabled due running out of time

Decisions and Action Items
- Unanimous approval of minutes from 12/16/14 UCCC meeting.

Attendance

Guests:
Ying Xiong